
 

 

 

 

 

  

Activities for vacation 
Are you staying at home on holiday? You can do so much! Here are some activities ideas to 
have a fun vacation! 

Become a tree hunter! Learn about trees that grow near your home. There is a variety specific to 
the area in where do you live What do they look like? Photograph them or draw them. Touch their 
bark. Climb into them! 

Be an explorer - Draw a map of the area you live in, do a route around your home or town, or 
explore one different route every day. 

Be a beach keeper - You live by or near the sea a monkey? Find a beach and explore it. What 
animals can you find? Collect some shells and use them to make a construction or a drawing in 
nature. Draw and write in the sand. 

Be a stargazer - Find a place to look up at the sky during the night. Can you see the stars and 
identify some constellations? What are the names of these stars or constellations?  

Be an adventurer - Climb a hill in your local area. Admire the view around you. What can you 
see? You recognize the places in who have you been so far Do they look different from the 
top of the hill? 

Be a nature expert - What wildflowers grow in your area? Draw them! What birds and insects live 
near you? Listen to their song or the noises they make. What does it like is this place suitable for 
the living of these creatures?  



  

 

 

Plan a picnic - Prepare a picnic and find a spot suitable for it. How many different places can I 
find in your area local that can be excellent for picnic? 

Be a craftsman - Romania is a great place to meet local artisans who make amazing things. you 
could it be one of them? Find a local handyman. Maybe you have you could visit him and find out 
what he is doing. You can try to do it yourself that craft? 

Be a star in the world of sports - Romania has some stars important sportswomen, such as 
Nadia Comăneci, Simona Halep and George Hagi. What sports do they play? What new sport 
do you have? could you try this summer? Who can he take as an example? 
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Become a grower - Plant some seeds and watch them grow how i grow Find a plant specific to 
your area to grow in a pot or in the garden. 

Be a berry picker - Summer is raspberry season, al strawberries and blueberries, as well as many 
other types of berries. Visit a farm where you can pick your own berries and use them to make jam 
in a tart or simply to eat them! 

Be a cooking master - Find a simple traditional recipe and seek to prepare it. Surprise your 
family or friends through an invitation to dinner or a picnic, outside or indoors. 


